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Welcome to Summer and the Summer Edition of TIKO Tails. We hope that you 
enjoy this edition of the newsletter, who can resist adorable puppy pictures… 
you can almost smell the much touted “puppy breath”.  Don't forget to vote for 
your favourite picture!

To me, summer means soaking up the sunshine and finally being warm, 
admiring the flourishing gardens, the smell of freshly mowed grass, bonfires, 
BBQ's and DOG SHOWS!!!  It has been wonderful to meet up with TIKO 
members at various shows in the area, and even more wonderful to see how 
well our members' dogs have been doing in the ring.  A few members have also 
been busy with puppies, congratulations to you all!  Wishing you all lots of 
success and fun going forward throughout the summer.

Our very own TIKO Dog Shows and Trials are coming up on the third weekend 
of August.  The premium list is now up on Canuck Dogs – mark your calendars 
and be sure to reach out to the show committee to volunteer.  You are needed!!!  
A reminder to all that this show will be held at the traditional TIKO show site of 
the Elizabeth-Kitley Fairgrounds on County Road 6 just 5 minutes from 
Walmart.  The large grassy rings, with plenty of parking for everyone, 
specialties, vendors, this venue is amazing and we are really looking forward to 
having the show there.  For those that do not know, this is the original show site 
for the club for many years.  

Club members stay tuned for information about the summer picnic – we hope to 
see lots of you there.

Ginny



Bragging Rights:

Members tell us all about your recent accomplishments. You can list your 
dog’s registered name, call name, breed, the new title, the win, the show / 
trial / event name and date, plus the owner/s all for free. Good luck and we 
hope to see you and your dog/s here often!! No pictures or pedigrees.

TIKO Social Page Information

Members can list their current litter/s here, free of charge. You may list the 
breed, date of birth, number and gender of puppies, parents registered names 
and breeder. No prices, pictures or pedigrees.

Stork Room:

Members can list dog related items they want to sell here. No charge for this 
service.  Items such as crates, ex-pens, dog runs, dog toys, etc. You can list 
the item with a very brief description, a price and a  means of contact (i.e. 
phone # / email address). No Dogs or Puppies for sale

Classifieds:

TIKO TAILS important Dates 2022

Issue Submission Cut-off Publication Dates

Spring March 20th March 30th

Summer June 20th June 30th

Fall September 20th September 30th

Winter December 15th December 24tth
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STUDDING MY DOG
A funny narrative from long ago - Author unknown
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STUDDING MY DOG
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Contest voting is open to everyone who sees this newsletter, or 
visits the TIKO website. 

It’s easy to vote!

After looking at all the photos you must 
decide which picture in your opinion best fits 
the following categories.

1- The Cutest Puppy
2 - The Funniest Photo
3 - Most Likely A Mischievous Puppy

You must select a different puppy picture for each
of the three categories! And everyone can vote once per 
category.

Send an email with TIKO Puppy Photo
Contest identified in the Subject 
to info@mardeckgraphicdesign.com

In the body of the email list the category number and 
beside it the picture number you think best matches the 
category.
(i.e. 1 - 10).  

List one category and one photo number per row.
i.e. 1 - 10
      2 - 4
      3 - 6

 

How To Vote:

Send the email and you are finished voting! And you have
helped a lucky TIKO member win a free one page ad
per category. 
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Medial Patellar Luxation

Dr. Anne Vargo, DVM CHPV
Associate Veterinarian, Certified Hospice Palliative Care Veterinarian
Chihuahua Club of Michigan President

Medial patellar luxation is a common condition of the stifle or knee, particularly in 

small breed dogs. Luxation is where the patella bone (kneecap) slips out of place 

and medial indicates that the patella slips inwards towards midline. It is most 

common bilaterally, affecting both stifles in over 50% of cases. 

CAUSES: 

Luxating patellas are first and foremost genetic in origin. Luxation of the patella is caused by a shallow groove to 

the joint, or possibly an attachment of the patellar ligament that is not centered on the tibia. Traumatic cause is 

much less common and very rare. 

After several months or years of this abnormal movement, the inner side of the groove in the femur may wear 

down. Once this happens, the patella is then free to dislocate or slide toward the inside of the knee. As time 

progresses and the patella continues to dislocate, cartilage of the stifle joint is eroded. Cartilage is protective over 

bones and does not have any nerve supply, thus preventing pain. Once the cartilage is eroded down to bone, 

bone has nerve supply, and this leads to arthritis and pain. 

The instability of the stifle joint caused by patellar luxation predisposes an affected dog to additional soft tissue 

trauma, most notably cranial cruciate rupture. The end result is often arthritis and pain with loss of function of the 

stifle joint and worsening lameness. Onset of luxating patellas in puppies can lead to serious permanent bone 

deformation of the leg as well. 

SIGNS:

The left image indicates normal anatomy with the patella and ligament 

attachment properly in the center. 

https://vcahospitals.com/know-your-pet/luxating-patella-in-dogs
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Neonates and older puppies affected often show clinical signs of abnormal hind-leg carriage and function from the 

time they start walking. Young to mature animals usually exhibit abnormal or intermittently abnormal gaits all their 

lives, and their lameness can be acutely exacerbated when the problem worsens. Older animals with luxation may 

exhibit sudden signs of lameness because of further breakdown of soft tissues as result of minor trauma or 

because of worsening arthritis pain.

Signs vary dramatically with the degree of luxation. Patellar luxation initially starts out as a functional lameness, 

but often can and does progress to a painful lameness. An owner may appreciate lameness at home, or patellar 

luxation can be found as an incidental finding on routine examination by a veterinarian. In grades 1 and 2, 

lameness is evident only when the patella is in the luxated position. The leg is carried with the stifle joint flexed but 

may be touched to the ground every third or fourth step at fast gaits. A skipping or bunny hopping gait is 

commonly described by owners. More severe luxations exhibit a crouching, bow legged stance with the feet 

turned inward and with most of the weight transferred to the front legs.

DIAGNOSIS: 

Examination is performed by manual palpation awake without sedation. This can be performed by any licensed 

veterinarian. The severity of the luxation is graded 1-4, with 4 most severe. 

Sedation may be recommended if an abnormality is found during the exam to further assess soft tissue damage or 

if the dog is painful. X-ray imaging is also pursued to evaluate the shape and location of the bones surrounding 

the joint or look for other concurrent damage or injury. 

Radiograph of the stifle showing severely displaced patella, 
and permanent bowed bones secondary to joint instability.
http://findonvet.com.au/SurgicalProcedures/MedialLuxation(
Dislocation)ofthePatella/MedialLuxatingPatellaGrades14Trea
tments.aspx

Medial Patellar Luxation
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The two most important items for dogs affected by any degree of patellar luxation is appropriate lean body weight 

with glucosamine and Omega 3 supplementation. Extra weight on inferior joints often speeds onset of arthritis or 

additional injury. Good quality glucosamine and Omega 3 supplementation attempts to keep cartilage healthy for 

as long as possible, preventing the painful erosion down to bone, and slowing progression of disease. There are 

also research articles supporting the anti-inflammatory benefits of glucosamine and Omega 3. Prescription 

mobility diets are often beneficial for the same reasons. 

For dogs that are less severely affected, rehabilitation therapy can be very beneficial. This allows muscle 

strengthening of both the affected, and non-affected limbs. For dogs that are more severely affected, pain 

management is crucial. Prescription medications such as non-steroidal anti-inflammatories, joint injections like 

hyaluronic acid, and additional pain medications like gabapentin and/or amantadine may be warranted. There are 

also other pain modalities like therapeutic laser, Pulsed Electromagnetic Field (PEMF) therapy, and acupuncture. 

Orthopedic surgery should be performed if a dog has recurrent or persistent lameness, if additional stifle injuries 

are present such as cruciate rupture, hip dysplasia, or excessive angulation of the long bones of the hind legs. 

Larger breeds also often warrant surgical correction. Grade I patellar luxations are not usually surgically repaired, 

but grades 2-4 are. Surgical repair generally involves three steps: 1) the groove in the femur is deepened so the 

patella will stay in place; 2) the point of attachment of the patellar ligament to the tibia bone is transplanted to its 

proper location; 3) the capsule around the joint is tightened. It is also possible to place an implant on the inside of 

the knee, making the patella unable to slip over it.

The postoperative recovery period is usually very smooth, especially with appropriate pain management. One 

survey reported that over 90% of owners were satisfied with the progress of their dog after surgical correction. 

Recurrence of stifle instability is uncommon after surgery.

BREEDING CONSIDERATIONS: 

Patellar luxation is strongly suspected to be heritable according to the Orthopedic Foundation for Animals (OFA). 

Prevention of disease is better than any treatment we have, and that is accomplished through better breeding and 

health testing. Dogs diagnosed with patellar luxation should not be bred. 

An OFA number will be issued to all dogs found to be normal at 12 months of age or older. The OFA number will 

contain the age at evaluation and it is recommended that dogs be periodically re-examined as some luxations will 

not be evident until later in life. Preliminary exams can be performed on dogs younger than 12 months and is 

recommended prior to purchasing new dogs planned to be incorporated into a breeding program. 

Patellar certification can be performed when a dog is in estrus. A heat cycle should not affect the results. While not 

expected to affect the outcome, it may not be advisable to certify a dog while pregnant. These are the same 

recommendations that are in place for dogs undergoing PennHIP certification for hip dysplasia as well. 

IN SUMMARY:

Health testing breeding dogs for luxating patella is strongly recommended and encouraged. The stifle joint is 

complex and essential for proper movement and gait both in the show ring and for everyday life, even if that dog 

or puppy 'only' turned out to be a pet. Luxating patellas are almost always genetic in origin, and can increase the 

likelihood of additional injury as well as arthritis and pain over time. 

References: 

American College of Veterinary Surgeons. “Patellar Luxations.” https://www.acvs.org

Orthopedic Foundation for Animals. https://www.ofa.org

VCA Hospitals, Hunter, Ward. “Luxating Patellas in Dogs.” 2018. https://vcahospitals.com
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Veterinarians recently proposed the mysterious ingredient that causes dogs' toxicity to grapes and raisins. 
The culprit: potassium bitartrate, a compound related to tartaric acid. The substance, better known as 
cream of tartar, is the crystalline residue left on barrels during the wine-making process. Cream of tartar is 
frequently used for humans as a food additive.

But what does this have to do with dogs eating grapes and raisins? 

Veterinarians have suspected grapes and raisins to be toxic as early as 1998 when an association was 
made between unexplained kidney failure and the consumption of grapes. The reason why eluded 
researchers for years. They wondered—why did only some dogs suffer kidney damage, and not always 
the first time the dog ate them? Both red and white grapes from grocery stores or vines, and fermented 
grapes from wineries were toxic. Foods such as cereals and trail mix containing grapes and raisins are all 
potential sources of poison. 

Colette Wegenast, DVM, with the ASPCA Animal Poison Control Center (APCC), was the first to make the 
connection between grapes/raisins and cream of tartar while she was on the case of a dog who ingested 
homemade play dough. The recipe contained a large amount of cream of tartar. The dog developed 
vomiting and severe azotemia—elevated blood urea nitrogen (BUN)—and high serum creatinine levels. 
Dr. Wegenast realized that potassium bitartrate was present in high concentrations in grapes and made 
the connection. She and colleagues Rachele Anderson, DVM, of South Shore Veterinary Hospital and 
Teresa Southard, DVM, of Cornell's Veterinary University worked to investigate the theory and proposed it 
in a Letter to the Editor in the 1 April 2021 issue of the Journal of the American Veterinary Association. 

The authors explained that: 1) the amounts of these compounds varied by type of grape, season, 
ripeness, and the amount of acid in grapes at harvest, possibly explaining the unpredictable nature of 
toxicity; 2) tamarinds, also high in these compounds, have been reported to cause GI distress and renal 
damage; and 3) commercial juice products have had excess tartrates removed, so they are not associated 
with toxicity. 

What Happens If Your Dogs Eats Grapes or Raisins?

If you suspect that your dog has eaten any of these fruits, contact your veterinarian immediately, even if 
there are no signs of toxicity. The amount of grapes that can cause toxicity in dogs has been recorded to be 
as low as 0.3 ounces of grapes per pound of body weight. For raisins, the toxic dose can be as little as 
0.05 ounces per pound of body weight, while some dogs can tolerate higher dosages of either one.

Be on the watch for anorexia, lethargy, vomiting, and diarrhea, the signs that develop with renal failure. 
The signs are usually acute and develop within 24 hours.

Severe signs appear around 24-48 hours after ingestion and may include nausea, ammonia-like odor on 
breath, abdominal pain, excessive urination, and increased water intake. Eventually, as the kidney 
damage becomes more severe, the dog's kidneys will not be able to produce urine and filter toxic 
substances in the blood. When kidneys start to shut down, the prognosis is often poor and irreversible.

Treatment is to prevent the toxins from being absorbed through the stomach by inducing vomiting with 3% 
hydrogen peroxide, followed by activated charcoal. Hospitalization is often needed to provide intravenous 
fluids to help support and protect the kidneys to minimize damage. Drugs to control nausea or vomiting, to 

Grape and Raisin Toxicity Finally Explained
by Jenny Drastura, M.A.J. 
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help maintain blood flow to the kidneys, and to control blood pressure may also be used. 

A complete blood count (CBC), a serum biochemistry profile, and a urinalysis will determine the amount of 
damage, if any, to the kidneys. Prognosis depends on much fruit is ingested, how soon treatment was 
started, and whether the kidney function levels are improving.

For other foods toxic to pets, go to the SPCA Poison Control Hotline at https://www.aspca.org/pet-
care/animal-poison-control/people-foods-avoid-feeding-your-pets, or call (888) 426-4435.

Sources:

McReynolds, Tony. “What causes grape toxicity in dogs? Playdough might have led to a breakthrough.” 
American Animal Hospital Association, 1 April 2021. www.aaha.org/publications/newstat/articles/2021-
04/what-causes-grape-toxicity-in-dogs-playdough-might-have-led-to-a-breakthrough/

Schmid, Renee, DVM, and Ahna Brutlag, DVM. “Grape, Raisin, and Currant Poisoning in Dogs.” Pet 
Poison Helpline. Accessed 5 June 2022. https://vcahospitals.com/know-your-pet/grape-raisin-and-currant-
poisoning-in-dogs 

“An Update on Grape and Raisin Toxicity in Dogs.” FirstVet. 30 July 2021. 
https://firstvet.com/us/articles/an-update-on-grape-and-raisin-toxicity-in-dogs#section_0

“Why Are (Some) Grapes Toxic to (Some) Dogs?” Doc of All Trades, 30 March 2021, 
https://www.docofalltrades.net/2021/03/why-are-some-grapes-toxic-for-some-dogs.html#more

Wrath of Grapes. AKC Family Dog. Sept/Oct 2021, p. 7.

Don’t
Touch!!
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Getting To Know You “TIKO Members”

Member’ Name: Ann Curran

How long have you been a member I have been a member for 3 or 4 years.

How long have you participated in 
the Purebred Dog World?

I have participated in the Purebred Dog World since I was 10 
years old.

Which breeds do you currently 
have?

Standard Poodle and Miniature Poodle

Are you a dog breeder? And if so for 
how long?

I have never been a dog breeder. 

Which breeds have you owned 
and/or bred?

I have owned a German Shepherd, an English Springer 
Spaniel, Miniature Poodles and Standard Poodles. 

What is your kennel name? I have no kennel name but the name of my Grooming shop is 
“Smiths Falls Pet Grooming”

Which one of your dogs is your all-
time favourite and why?

What win in conformation are you 
most proud of to date. And with 
which dog.

I have limited wins in Conformation.
I did show a Miniature Poodle named Signet Starlet who 
belongs to Donna Wilson.  She finished quickly with Group 
Placements.  
I was very proud of that dog because she had to be retrained. 

What win in performance events are 
you most proud of to date. And with 
which dog (call & registered name, 
breed).

I have limited wins in performance events.  I am very proud of 
my Miniature Poodle Thomas who did very well in the K9 Cup 
in agility. 

In which canine events do you 
compete?

Conformation and agility and Grooming Competitions.  

How has the pandemic affected you 
and your dogs?

No effect. 
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Have you attended any shows / 
trials / training sessions in the last 
year or so?
If you have, what was that 
experience like?

I have attended shows and training class sessions in the last 
year or so and my experience was no different than past 
events except for I sometimes wore a mask. 

What is the funniest memory you 
have of being at a trial or dog show

Is there anything you would like 
your fellow members to know about 
you?

I have enjoyed the dog shows off and on for years.  I am 
going to “give back”by volunteering at TIKO this year. 

Getting To Know You “TIKO Members”
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Getting To Know You “TIKO Members”

How long have you been a member Not really sure…maybe 15 years or so.

How long have you participated in Since 1989.

Which breeds do you currently 
have?

Rough and Smooth Collies, plus Petits Bassets Griffons 
Vendéens.

Are you a dog breeder? And if so 
for how long?

Yes, I had my first litter of PBGVs in 1991, and my first Collie 
litter in 1994.

Which breeds have you owned 
and/or bred?

PBGVs and Collies.

What is your kennel name? Taiaut (meaning Tallyho in French).

Which one of your dogs is your all-
time favourite and why?

It’s hard to pick just one, so I’ll go with one of each breed. My 
PBGV - Yowzah (Ch Chaparral’s Taiaut Yowzah), who was a 
beautiful example of his breed. He also had a wonderful, sweet 
personality, and my Smooth Collie “Liza”, Ch Taiaut’ Tuxedo 
(Co-owned with Penny Murton), who is one of the cuddliest 
collies ever and who has also proven to be a great mom with 
(five Canadian champions so far. Three of which are also 
American champions. Plus, two more young ones needing a 
few points to finish their Canadian championships).

What win in conformation are you 
most proud of to date. And with 
which dog.

The wins I am proudest of are the two Best Brood Bitch 
trophies I won. The first of those in 1995 with my first collie, Ch 
Futura’ Elusive Dream and her 6 month old puppies. That was 
against stiff competition. The second was with her grand-
daughter, Taiaut Annalee, in 2001

What win in performance events are 
you most proud of to date. And with 
which dog (call & registered name, 
breed)

I am most proud (vicariously, of course!) of the Rally and 
Obedience performance titles achieved by George, Taiaut 
Ginlor Thoroughly Good,  a Smooth Collie owned by Ginnie 
and Lorne Kerr. 

In which canine events do you 
compete?

Just in conformation.

How has the pandemic affected you 
and your dogs?

I have missed going to dog shows, in Canada and in the 
States…

Member Name: Michele Cousineau
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Have you attended any shows / 
trials / training sessions in the last 
year or so?
If you have, what was that 

I attended a few outdoor shows in Quebec last year, which 
were fun. Also the Petawawa show this year, which was a 
wonderful experience both for my puppy and myself.
  

What is the funniest memory you 
have of being at a trial or dog show

There have been quite a few, but one of the funniest was 
watching my breeder’s male (and sire of my first show dog) 
stealing one of the photographer’s toys and running around the 
rings with it.

Is there anything you would like 
your fellow members to know about 
you?

Just that I love dogs… 

Getting To Know You “TIKO Members”
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Getting To Know You “TIKO Members”

Member’ Name: Heather Fitzgerald
How long have you been a member of 
TIKO?

My family and I joined TIKO about 3 1/2 years ago

How long have you participated in the 
Purebred Dog World?

Which breeds do you currently have? My family currently has Leonbergers and Pembroke 
Welsh Corgis!  

Are you a dog breeder? And if so for how 
long?

Which breeds have you owned and/or 
bred?

I've owned Saint Bernard's, a springer spaniel, 
Siberians and Alaskan huskies (that we bred for 
mushing). Today, Leonbergers are the foundation of 
my CKC reg'd .CelticKnot Kennel and our Pembroke 
Corgis are up and coming with the goal to breed as 
well. 

What is your kennel name? CelticKnot (for Sean's Irish & my Scottish)
Which one of your dogs is your all-time 
favourite and why?
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Getting To Know You “TIKO Members”

What win in conformation are you most 
proud of to date. And with which dog.

I'm still pretty green in the ring, but when Quill took 
best puppy in a limited show, I cried!! It was our first 
time ever in the ring!!  When she took Reserve 
Winner's Bitch at a massive show in the states, I was 
beyond excited as well. No matter the results of a 
show - I always take home the best girl ever!!  

What win in performance events are you 
most proud of to date. And with which dog 
(call & registered name, breed).

My only performance competitions were on the dog 
mushing  trails! In my very first race, when I won the 
iconic Red Lantern, I felt like I had conquered the 
world!!!  Yunice finished the race in lead and we 
crossed the finish line in a full lope!!  The crowd 
cheered and Sean jumped on the back of the runners 
and hitched a ride back to the dog truck!! I couldn't 
have been more proud of my 4 dog team!! Oh wait!!  
My springer spaniel Wellington took third place in his 
obedience class…It was 1 million years ago and only 
three dogs passed out of a very large class; he got 95 
out of 100!!  I still have his trophy bowl some 23 years 
later! Ok - so none of that was with registered dogs so 
really it doesn't fit the purpose of this interview. As a 
family our focus has changed but not the heart :) We 
are on to new adventures with TIKO & CKC

In which canine events do you compete?

How has the pandemic affected you and 
your dogs?

What is the funniest memory you have of 
being at a trial or dog show

Is there anything you would like your 
fellow members to know about you?

I take my role as a breeder very seriously and I started 
by making a conscious decision to keep politics and 
drama outside of my bubble! When it comes to my 
love for dogs, I'm a softy; I wear my heart on my 
sleeve and, when I jump in, I give it my all. 

.

I’ve
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Getting To Know You “TIKO Members”

Member’ Name: Belle Severn

How long have you been a 
member of TIKO?

I’m a ‘new’member or actually a RENEWED member after too many 
years away.

How long have you 
participated in the Purebred 
Dog World?

Since 1973

Which breeds do you currently 
have?

Staffordshire Bull Terriers and Doberman Pinschers.

Are you a dog breeder? And if 
so for how long?

YES - I’ve been actively breeding dogs since the early 80's.

Which breeds have you owned 
and/or bred?

Both Staffords and Dobermans

What is your kennel name? Staffhaven perm reg’d.

Which one of your dogs is 
your all-time favourite and 
why?     

What win in conformation are 
you most proud of to date. 
And with which dog.

For Conformation it was Buford’ wins at a Stafford Specialty at Carp 
where he took Winners Dog, Best of Winners and Best Puppy at 9 
months of age.  He continued to win until he retired.
OR
Bridie’ wins at Stafford Specialties as Best Veteran and Best Altered two 
Specialties in a row!

Hummm now that's a very difficult question. All my dogs are special to 
me. 

BUFORD who was the male Stafford that got me through a very difficult 
time when my late husband was ill and then passed away.  He was my 
rock and if tears could melt dogs, he would have been VERY small. He 
loved me no matter what, gave me his all, was a great stud dog and all-
round soul mate. Then there was ENZO a male Doberman who was a 
true heart dog – I loved him very much and we lost him at 10 years of 
age.  He and Dee Dee, our female Dobe, gave us two litters of truly 
spectacular pups. Then my Stafford girls – NELLIE who I imported from 
Ireland at 6 months of age. She had never worn a collar, nor leash 
trained and a real spark.  She kept Buford in line and with him produced 
three litters of beautiful pups. Their daughter BLAZE was her dad's girl – 
showed like a princess – produced three litters of beautiful kids. Then 
BRIIDIE (Blaze's daughter) – now she was special (Ch Staffhaven's I'm 
All That) who kept on winning at shows and Specialties until she was 13. 
Now I have WICCA and as the name suggests, she's a little witch – 
another all-round soul mate and along with her son BEAU keep me on 
my toes. And not to be outdone LOLLIE, our Doberman who I bought for 
my husband Owen as a surprise birthday present!



What win in performance 
events are you most proud of 
to date. And with which dog 
(call & registered name, 
breed).

Again, I have to say Buford for achieving his CD at the Bytown 
Obedience Trials held in Manotick.  He wasn’ just the only Stafford but 
also the only Terrier that competed that year!

In which canine events do you 
compete?

Conformation, Scent Detection, Agility and Rally.

How has the pandemic 
affected you and your dogs?

Not being able to socialize the dogs as much as I like to do, but doing 
as much as possible to ‘et them out there’

Have you attended any shows 
/ trials / training sessions in 
the last year or so?
If you have, what was that 
experience like?

Training Classes continue as well as Trials and thankfully Shows now 
restarting –wearing a mask all the time can be a challenge, but you do 
what you need to do to keep yourself and others safe.

What is the funniest memory 
you have of being at a trial or 
dog show

BLAZE –at an Obedience Trial in Brockville under a renowned judge.  
She did great on leash, but as soon as the leash came off –she saw 
someone she knew three rings over –jumped all the barriers just to say 
HI!  

I asked Mr. McIssac to treat the rest of my time in the ring as a class 
–he had a chuckle at my expense but allowed me to finish the routine.  
Blaze just thought it was GREAT!  Me –not so much……

Is there anything you would 
like your fellow members to 
know about you?

I’ll do whatever is necessary to educate people that Staffords are NOT 
PIT BULLS and are the greatest breed ever.  Our Doberman – she 
speaks for herself – a 72 lb. lap dog!
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